Citation Work (40 min)

Step One
Break into groups of four or so

Step Two
Go to the Citation Game:
http://depts.washington.edu/etriouw/gameindex.htm, and see which groups gets through APA an MLA first. Do this after Chris demonstrates how the game works.

Step Three
You will be assigned a physical artifact to create a works cited and in-text entry for one of the following:
  a. A book, with one author.
  b. A book, with more than one author.
  c. A book with editors.
  d. An online scholarly journal retrieved from Expanded Academic.
  e. A paper and ink version of a scholarly journal.
  f. An article from a website.
  g. Statistics from the U.S. Census Website.
  h. A simple website.

You will write an APA and MLA citation for each, and you will come up with a quote, and citation, for each.

Step Four
When you are done, make sure that you send me your sample (cdean@writting.ucsb.edu), and you need to be prepared to walk us through two things:
  o How you create your in-text citation and works cited entry.
  o What you see as the difference between MLA and APA style. (What do they value in terms of information? What are the similarities and differences in terms of what they ask for?)